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搜索: 关键词 →⽂档





问答：问题→答案









助⼿：请求→⾏动
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Search Engine vs Answer Engine

❖ Search Engine:   Know where to look

❖ Answer Engine: Know what to look for











什么酶可以分解淀粉

A Walk-Through Example



Question Answering with Unstructured Text



Query Analysis: Find the Focus Words

❖ The focus words are words in a query that specify the 
type of the answer that the user is looking for.

❖ A query is answer-seeking if and only if such focus 
words are found



Focus Words: Explicit Questions
❖ Explicit questions have wh-words

  who/what/where/…

  谁/什么/哪/⼏个/…

❖ Examples

   what enzyme breaks down starch?

   2014 ebola outbreak happened in what african countries

   what is the melting point of paraffin wax

   what do hedgehogs eat



Focus Words: Implicit Questions

❖ Examples

   fastest bird

   annual rainfall of shenzhen

❖ Use explicit questions to obtain training examples

   what is the fastest bird

   what is the annual rainfall of shenzhen



Non-Questions

❖ when in rome rotten

❖ php length



Question Answering with Unstructured Text



Expected Answer Type

❖ Expected answer type of a question specifies what phrase/
text can potentially be an answer.

❖ The expected answer type of a question depends on

• The focus words of the question

• The ability of recognize whether something belongs to that type



Coarse-Grain Answer Types

❖ A small number of types

• PERSON, LOCATION, TIME, TEMPERATURE, …

❖ Advantage: can use a named entity recognizer

❖ Disadvantage: mapping from the focus word in query to 
an answer type is non-trial

melting point   →  TEMPERATURE

annual rainfall →  LENGTH

assistant coach →  PERSON



Fine-Grain Answer Types

❖ Use as many answer types as focus words

• Trivial mapping from focus words to answer types

• Similar types are modeled separately

E.g., diameter and width are treated as two different types. 



Training Examples for Answer Types

❖ Numerical types

• (has|with) (a|an) TYPE of _____

• Example: 

• has a DIAMETER of 13 cm

❖ Entity types:

• TYPE(s), such as _____

• Example: 

• cities such as Beijing



❖ The Zatecka Basin, the driest area, has an annual rainfall 
of about 18 inches. 

❖ More than 80% of the continent has an annual rainfall of 
less than 600 mm; 

❖ Cuzco with a mean average temperature of 10.7°C, and 
highest average monthly 12.1, has an annual rainfall of 
804 mm.

❖ along the western Ghats escarpment, has an annual 
rainfall of about 5600 mm which is towards the mid-range 
of rain stations in the area

Answer Type Example: annual rainfall



Answer Type Example: sleeping pills

❖ There is little evidence that the newer generation sleeping 
pills such as Ambien or Lunesta are more effective than 
older sleeping pills such as Dalmane or ...

❖ Diphenhydramine is found in many popular over the 
counter sleeping pills such as Tylenol PM, Excedrin PM 
and Nytol. 

❖ A newer class of non-benzodiazepine sleeping pills such 
as eszopiclone or zolpidem appears to be safe to use by 
patients with OSA



Question Answering with Unstructured Text



Answer Candidate Scoring

❖ Features

• Answer type score

• Proximity to query keywords

• Popularity

• …...
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Action Engine

❖ Both search engine and answer engine aim at 
providing useful information to users.

❖ Action Engine aims at performing actions on users’ 
behalf.



Search Engine vs Answer Engine vs Action Engine

❖ Search Engine:   Know where to look

❖ Answer Engine: Know what to look for

❖ Action Engine:   Know what to do



Search Engine vs Answer Engine vs Action Engine

❖ Search Engine:   Semantic relations are mostly ignored

❖ Answer Engine: Semantic relations are mildly useful 

❖ Action Engine:   Semantic relations are critically important





Search Engine vs Answer Engine vs Action Engine

❖ Search Engine:   Ranked list of results

❖ Answer Engine: First result is much more important

❖ Action Engine:   One interpretation



Siri Google Now Cortana

Interface to OS and First Party Apps 



Siri API 

❖ Siri API only works with six functionalities:

   Ride booking

   Messaging

   Photo Search 

   Payments 

   VoIP Calling 

   Workouts



Interface to Backend Services
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VIV HoundAmazon Echo



VIV



携程



Communication Throughput

❖ Yao, Chen and Sagae, [TechCrunch 2016-08]



⼩不点: 发微信



⼩不点: 看视频



⼩不点: 听歌曲



⼩不点，不⽤点


